
 

January 2021– Artists Almanac 

Here we are, in a brand new year. 

For many, if not most of us, 2020 has been horrid, with disease, death, 

angry divisions among old friends, isolation, bad news from dishonest 

media, deprivation of divine solace of weekly worship, and the madness 

of mob violence in our streets.  Aristotle described politics as a journey 

by stages: from rule by a benign king; to the tyranny a bad king; to 

aristocracy, or rule by a beneficent few; to corrupt rule by a few greedy 

men; to democracy,  or rule by all the people under rule of law; to mob 

rule, or anarchy. Presently we seem to be near this last stage – whoever 

incites the largest mob wins. 

 What follows now is anyone’s guess. In this dispiriting environment, 

what good are New Year’s resolutions? Of what effect is one man’s 

powerless despair? 

We still have one thing in our power – ourselves.  Perhaps this mad 

pandemic is a time for personal renewal – a re-creation of the self. If 

we are unable to control the world around us, can we not use the 

isolation of this lonely lockdown to recreate the one thing we do 

control – ourselves? It is never too late for that.  Perhaps there is yet a 

mission for each of us in the life that remains to us – a candle we can 

each light in the darkness. The immortal sculptures of the Greeks were 

created in the time of dissolution of their empire. 

This is the function of art: of music, poetry, literature, photography, a 

new foreign language, community service, fly fishing, reading, teaching, 

writing a novel, astronomy, or learning a new foreign language, -  to 

offer a new perspective blind to the news of the day. It is never too late 

to enter into a conversation with the greatest thinkers of our world 



through a study of the great books. Poetry is a compression of passion, 

until it bursts unbidden onto the page. The Bible tells us that 

…your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions. 

 This is not escapism; it is a search for the real. Was it Kipling who said  

If you can keep your head while all about you are losing theirs  

Are losing theirs and blaming it on you…. 

Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,  

 And which is more – you’ll be a Man, my son! 

Indeed, the entire world around us does belong to the artist, for he 

knows no boundaries - he or she may own everything. 

Winston Churchill, who saved the world from the tyranny of Nazism, 

managed through two world wars and several terms as prime minister -

-- to paint. He did not begin until he was 40 and painted almost to hIs 

death at age 90. Grandma Moses didn’t start painting until she was 78 

and left us the most remarkable representations of rural life in the 

nineteenth century. 

In my youth I loved to draw cartoons, read, publish a homemade 

neighborhood newspaper, and listen to music, and I have continued to 

enjoy all these during an active life, as time permitted. Now that I am 

freed from the daily commute and dull diary of daily duties, I am free to 

enjoy all these to my heart’s content - and do. 

My recently deceased artist friend, Joel Knapp and I used to paint nature 

out of doors, in plein aire, as the French impressionists called it. We often 

drew onlookers, whose standard remark was, I cannot even draw stick 

figures. Yet stick figures are a beginning, for they are the bones of an 

active figure, whose very gesture or gait often makes them easier to 

recognize than does a poorly drawn face. 



Not only is it never too late to learn, but medical research tells us doing 

so helps us stave off the diseases and decrepitude of old age. By 

exercising our brain and training our hands to obey it in unaccustomed 

ways, we not only learn, but keep our creativity and the muscle of the 

brain supple. One brilliant scientist practices juggling to train his muscle 

memory. 

One of my all-time favorite little books is Churchill’s Painting as a 

Pastime, a 1965 reprint of an essay from one of his earlier books. The 

book is easily available on Amazon in hardback at $12.95. Its opening 

paragraphs begin with a quote from an American psychologist who has 

said 

‘Worry is a spasm of the emotion; the mind catches hold of 

something and will not let it go.’ It is useless to argue with the mind in 

this condition. The stronger the will, the more futile the task. One can 

only gently insinuate something else into its convulsive grasp. And if this 

something else is rightly chosen, if it is really attended by the 

illumination of another field of interest, gradually, and often quite 

swiftly, the old undue grip relaxes and the process of recuperation and 

repair begins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

And finally here’s a prepublication short story by a Pulitzer Prize-

Winning Photographer who turned to writing, Robin Hood.  

Why not develop a new skill this year? 

 

 
 

The dimly lit interior of the passenger coach lurched forward slightly, 

and, with a gentle shudder, began to ease from within the station in a 

THE LETTERS 

 

A Christmas Story 



barely discernable motion—in a direction that was actually backward to 

the young soldier seated facing the rear of the train.  From his position 

next to a window, the station platform, with all of its frenetic activity, 

began to move past with the slowly increasing speed of movie projector 

frames. The bustling red-jacketed porters, luggage carts, and passengers 

bound for departures on adjacent tracks—men in business suits, wives 

and young girls with brightly wrapped packages, and legions of 

uniformed soldiers—all hurried to-and-fro with the patterned chaos of a 

scene choreographed for a Broadway musical. Just as suddenly as the 

scene began, the curtain dropped and the coach was enshrouded in 

darkness. Gaining speed upon leaving the station and the lights of the 

port city behind, the gentle rocking rhythm belied the energy of the 

enormous train hurtling through the night toward destinations and 

destinies of great importance to the passengers on board.   

 

Through Rocky Mountain passes and dark, endless tunnels, the 

lumbering, steel-silver thread slipped with steady pace through the 

winter night. The swales of blue, snow-dusted mountain slopes, made 

visible outside his window by an almost full moon, together with the 

gentle rocking and dipping motion of the railway, reminded the young 

soldier of his recent crossing of the North Pacific from Korea back to 

America. The great difference now was the comfort of the leather seats 

and the warmth of the coach’s interior.  It was quite a change indeed 

from the weeks of listening to the ocean’s drone as it slapped against the 

cold steel of the ship’s hull that was his quarters for the return passage. 

This and not being cramped shoulder-to-shoulder with scores of other 

soldiers eagerly anticipating their homecoming—each coveting their 

own personal future.  

 



The story and dreams of the young soldier from East Tennessee were 

bound in a bundle of letters—which he carried in the inner pocket of his 

still-damp,  Army wool overcoat—and another half-dozen similar 

bundles, all secured tightly in similar fashion with issue bootstrings, and 

packed in his duffel bag on the overhead rack. The bundle he pulled from 

the inner pocket of his overcoat were the most recent he had received 

from his fiancée before departing his post on the front lines. He rested 

his head against the cool glass of the window and, in the dim lamplight 

of the darkened coach, opened each letter and began rereading the 

pages with vigor and a smile that belied the many times he had read 

them before within the confines of an Army cot in a  

 

cold, dank tent.  He wasn’t sure now if each letter brought him closer to 

his destination—and her—or if it made the trip seem more endless.  

 

With the opening of each envelope, he recalled daily mail calls back in 

Korea and the unrestrained excitement of receiving the letters. It had 

become daily routine as the company’s burley first sergeant, standing 

before the assembled soldiers, read aloud the names from letters 

stacked in his hand. And without fail, as he came to the regularly 

appearing, lavender-colored envelope, the sergeant would hold the 

letter to his face and with overly-dramatic antics, close his eyes, pretend 

to smell the perfumed fragrance, and announce loudly to the assembly, 

“Aahh, Distant Horizons—the ‘Memphis Belle!’  C’mon up here and get 

your mail ‘Ten-a-say’!” 

*** 

As night became day, the slanting rays of dawn revealed darkened 

mountain peaks abruptly giving way to an expansive horizon of snow-

covered swells of the northern Great Plains. The soldier became drowsy 

in the early morning hours, as he read her words again from the most 



recent letters. Reluctantly succumbing to a lack of sleep and travel 

weariness, he carefully returned the pages to the envelope, secured it 

into the bundle, and slipped the bundle back into his coat’s inner pocket. 

 

The comforting warmth of the coach’s interior and gentle drone of the 

rails only deepened the exhausted soldier’s sleep as the bold Olympian 

Hiawatha slipped eastward through the sunny, yet frigid snow-dusted 

landscape. The conductor’s intermittent passing through the coach with 

booming, melodious announcements of upcoming cities 

“...Butte…Missoula…Miles City…Aberdeen …!” barely roused the 

soldier’s napping. He wasn’t fully awakened until the words, “Crossing 

the Mississippi River … St. Paul!” prompted him to sit upright. Gazing out 

the window he thought the river to be too tiny to be the same mighty 

river that flowed past Memphis. At the same time, he realized that 

Memphis and his journey’s destination were still several hundred miles 

away. 

 

After a few short hours, it seemed like only moments had passed when 

the train began a long, gradual slowing while passing through the 

outskirts of downtown Chicago.  “Chicago! End of the line!” the 

conductor announced. Entering the darkness of the expansive train shed, 

the coach’s overhead lighting abruptly brightened the interior. 

          

 

Like many of the passengers in uniform, the Tennessee soldier wandered 

for a few moments, gazing at the ornate, vaulted ceiling of Union 

Station’s concourse lobby before settling in for a hamburger and 

milkshake at the terminal’s Fred Harvey Cafeteria. Afterward, he 

selected one of the pew-like benches at the edge of the immense waiting 

room for his overnight layover until the mid-morning departure on the 



connecting final leg to Memphis. He found moderate comfort on the 

curved, oaken bench as he curled against his duffel bag, using his rolled-

up overcoat as a pillow. Christmas carols echoed from a Milwaukee Road 

railroad employee’s choir on a balcony at the far end of the waiting 

room, warmly raising his spirits. Tomorrow would be December 24, and 

he hoped to be back in Tennessee for Christmas Eve, a full day ahead of 

his expected arrival. Won’t they be surprised, he thought to himself as 

he drifted off to “Silent Night.”  

*** 

Boarding the coach on the New Orleans Crescent bound for points south, 

he chose a seat at the window as the slow, mid-morning departure for 

home began. Taking note of the sparse number of new passengers 

occupying the car, he noticed that most appeared to also be soldiers in 

uniform headed home for the holidays. In a seat across the aisle and back 

two rows, an older black man was seated, mostly concealed behind the 

newspaper he was reading. Judging from the man’s jaunty campaign cap, 

well-worn leather jacket with unit insignia, and the salt-and-pepper hair, 

the soldier concluded that he must be a veteran rather than active duty.  

As intrigued as he was, the young soldier quickly turned back to the front, 

not wanting to be caught staring.   

 

As the miles passed, the afternoon light outside began to wane, and he 

returned to his favorite pastime—reading the most recent of the letters 

from his fiancée. As the train approached a stop at Carbondale, Illinois, 

the sky darkened and a light snow began to fall. The station platform was 

warmly aglow with lamps that shown through the cold window glass. 

Without forethought, almost impetuously, he blew his breath onto the 

window until it was completely fogged. Then, with a woolen-gloved 

forefinger, he began to etch upon the bright, frosted surface:  

      



     “A-I-D-U-A-L-C.” 

  

“Is that a place in Korea?” a deep voice interrupted from the dark over 
his shoulder.  Turning, he saw that it came from the black veteran two 
rows back. 
 
“No, actually not; but why did you think Korea?” he replied. 
 
        
“Well, most every soldier on this train is returning from Korea… headed 
home for Christmas.” 
 
Moving back to a seat across from the veteran, the young soldier, 
nodding acknowledgment of the veteran’s sleeve insignia, inquired, “I 
see you were in the military. Where did you serve?” 
 
“Italy—1944—with the 99th Fighter Squadron at Anzio and Monte 
Casino,” the veteran proudly responded. 
 
“Were you a Redtail flyer?” the soldier asked, noting the flying panther 
emblazoned on a patch. 
 
“Oh no,” responded the veteran, “I washed out at Tuskegee; my eyesight 
was too weak to be a pilot, but they kept me with the unit and I shipped 
overseas with them as a flight scheduling officer.”  
 
“And are you from Memphis?” the soldier inquired.  
 
“Yes, I grew up there, but I’ve lived in Chicago since the war.  My wife… 
she passed last year, so now I’m on my way back there to stay with my 
auntie and my dad for a bit. He works for this railroad. How about you—
you from Memphis?” 
 



“No, I’m from East Tennessee, but I’m going there to spend Christmas 
with my fiancée and her family. They live in Covington, a half hour north 
of Memphis. We’ll be passing right through her town tonight and will 
probably be able to see her house as we pass. I’m hoping to get a taxi in 
Memphis that’ll bring me back up to Covington tonight, so I’ll be with her 
for Christmas Eve.”  
 
“So, does this have anything to do with the word on the window?” the 
veteran smiled with repeated inquiry. 
 
“Yeah, it’s the name of the girl I’m headed home to marry once she 
graduates college in a few months. Her uncle is going to marry us in his 
church right there in Covington. I am so proud and busting with 
excitement, I wrote it backward just because I wanted the whole world 
outside to see her name as we passed. We were engaged right before I 
was shipped to Korea. I got a weekend pass and rode a Greyhound 
overnight from Fort Rucker to escort her to a formal dance at her college. 
Afterward, I proposed and gave her a ring in the back seat of a taxi at the 
Cotton Boll Drive-in.” 
 
   
“Wow, what a beautiful story. But the Cotton Boll! You mean that place 
is still there? Why, I was a carhop there in the late ’30s when I was in high 
school over at Booker T. Everybody loved comin’ to the Cotton Boll; it 
was the place to be.” 
 
An occasional procession of young men in uniform began passing up the 
aisle between them, prompting the young soldier to extend an invitation 
to the veteran: “Speaking of food, I’m going up to the dining car; care to 
join me?” 
 
“Oh no,” the veteran responded, “I might not fit in up there; you go on 
though, and enjoy.” 



 
This was the South in the 1950s and the young soldier, departing the 
coach, was perceptive of the veteran’s reluctance to join him in a dining 
car full of boisterous, young white soldiers. Only a few moments had 
passed when the young East Tennessee soldier reappeared down the 
aisle, carrying a sack of what smelled a lot like fresh fried chicken, and 
with a cold bottle of Pabst beer conspicuously protruding from each 
overcoat pocket. 
 
There, in the darkened coach of a train rumbling through the West 
Tennessee snowy night on Christmas Eve, the two of them—the young 
soldier and the older veteran—shared a fried chicken dinner and, for 
another hour or so, recollected war stories and deeply personal 
remembrances in their lives, both joyful and melancholy.  
 
With only an hour to go before Memphis, the young soldier returned to 
his seat and began rereading the most recent letter he had received 
before embarking from Korea on the troop ship headed for America. He 
was savoring his favorite line in the letter—“I have known since your first 
visit to Memphis on leave that you are the one for me, the one I want to 
spend the rest of my life with”—when travel fatigue, the food, and the 
comfort of the warm coach induced a drowsy nodding off. 
*** 
“COVINGTON! … all departing at Covington… next stop Memphis!” 
 
The soldier was awakened with a nudge from the conductor, asking, “Sir!  
Aren’t you getting off here?” 
 
“I didn’t think you stopped here,” he sleepily replied. 
 
“I heard it was important that you get off at Covington; am I right?” 
 
       



Grabbing his duffel bag from the overhead, the young soldier hurried 
from his seat while almost shouting, “Yes, yes! But how did you know?” 
 
With a nod back up aisle, the conductor confided in a whisper, “My son 
there, he told me.”  
 
The soldier looked back over his shoulder. From his seat in the near 
darkness of the coach, the old veteran, with a wry grin, gestured with a 
gentle military salute. The soldier, shaking his head with a broad smile, 
dropped his duffel bag to the floor, stood ramrod straight, and returned 
an exuberant salute. Grabbing the duffel by the strap, he then bounded 
from the train and strode briskly across the empty platform in hopes of 
finding a late-night taxi. 
 
Given the late hour, the street outside the station was deserted of any 
traffic, so he made the decision to walk the several blocks to his fiancée’s 
parent’s house. His stride was brisk with excited anticipation. He pulled 
his collar higher on his neck as the icy wind blew against his bare face 
and began flocking his wool overcoat with snow. The cold was biting his 
cheeks, watering his eyes, and blurring his vision with snowflakes. But he 
was oblivious to the discomforting chill as the warmth of her front porch 
light emerged in the distant darkness. Just a few moments more and he 
would be knocking on the door and listening for the clamor of familiar 
voices and laughter inside. But, with each gust of night air, the light 
seemed to grow dimmer and farther away. The more he quickened his 
pace, the more the light faded. 
 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
“Mista’ Puryear, wake up mista’ Puryear; it’s time for your meds,” came 
a sing-song voice across the suddenly bright room. 
 
“What…where…?” 
 



“You was a-dreamin’, dreamin’ big time.” 
 
“How do you know?” 
 
“Oh, trust me honey, any man sleepin’ with a tear in his eyes, and a big 
ole’ smile like yours across his face—he bound to be dreamin’.” 
 
    
Puryear looked around to assess his situation—the room, the bed, and 
his familiar pajamas all came into focus. Next to him on the bed, clutched 
in his hand, was a worn and faded, lavender-colored envelope with a 
barely legible postmark: “Memphis, November 1954.” 
 
“Nurse, do me a favor; if you see me dreaming again, please don’t wake 
me up,” he implored the woman. 
 
“Oh, you don’t have to worry bout that, honey. I won’t be waking you 
again; the doctor sending you home today in time for Christmas.” 
 
“Your daughter be pickin’ you up this afternoon, she added in a cheerful 
lilt while leaving the room. “Merry Christmas, Mista’ Puryear!” 
 

 

 

 

 


